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resistance to anti-slavery friends in indiana - resistance to anti-slavery friends in indiana by sarah medlin
quakers, or members of the society of friends, are ... 65 edgerton, a history of the separation in indiana yearly
meeting of friends, 49. 66 joseph besse provides an in depth look at some of the struggles early society of friends,
deer creek monthly meeting of anti ... - society of friends, deer creek monthly meeting of anti-slavery friends
minute books, 1843-1856 collection # ... history of the separation in indiana yearly meeting of friends. p. 60-66.
the encyclopedia of indianapolis. p. 1276. ... society of friends, deer creek monthly meeting of anti-slavery f
introduction to the quaker records project - *a revision of an article published in indiana history bulletin,
39:5182 (marchapril 1962), under the title Ã¢Â€Âœguide to research in quaker records in the
midwest.Ã¢Â€Â• indiana yearly meeting on the 8th of tenth month, 1821, the first sessions of the indiana yearly
meeting were progressive friends in michigan and new york - project muse - ments of the day. in 1842-43
there was a separation in indiana (orthodox) yearly meeting, resulting in the formation of the in-diana yearly
meeting of anti-slavery friends.1 similar difficul-ties of "come-outerism" in the hicksite meetings in michigan,
new york, ohio, indiana, and pennsylvania resulted in the for- the anti-slavery separation in indiana and the
henry clay ... - izations. even as conscientious a body as the indiana yearly meeting did not escape the
consequences. it suffered a separa-tion in its ranks while in the midst of the important work it was doing. in
bringing up the causes leading to the separation, it will be necessary to go back a few years in the history of the
yearly meeting. leeann sausser depauw university - in - promoting colonization and separation of the races, they
were far from ... the indiana way: a state history (bloomington: indiana university press, 1986), 107. ... when
discussing the 1842 split of the indiana yearly meeting over the abolitionist movement, jordan gives the most
attention to the perceptions of the new group, the anti-slavery ... the migration of westfield quakers from surry
county ... - the migration of westfield quakers from surry county, north carolina 1786-1828 . a thesis . by . ashley
ellen humphries . submitted to the graduate school at appalachian state university in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of master of arts . may 2013 . department of history history & genealogy quaker slcl - history and genealogy department but does not list everything avail-able. items with call number beginning
with Ã¢Â€ÂœrÃ¢Â€Â• may be used in the ... indiana r 929.3 h665e abstracts of the records of the society of
friends in indiana. ... at the time of the separation of 1828 q 974.7 q1 quaker records: amawalk monthly meeting,
employer handbook 4-15-2015 - in - indiana subsequently acted to offset employer futa tax increases by
changing state ui premium rates. as a result, in 2011, half of hoosier employers experienceda net decrease in
premiums, while the other half, who had a history of using the trust fund more, paid higher rates. this, combined
with closing many ui eligibility loopholes, and the ... critical historical and miscellaneous essays vols v and vi a history of the separation in indiana yearly meeting of friends which took place in the winter of 1842 and 1843 on
the anti-slavery question containing a brief account of the rise spread and final adoption by the society of its
testimony against sl kupferstiche radierungen aquarelle the divergent paths of iowa quakers in the nineteenth
century - the divergent paths of iowa quakers in the nineteenth century thomas d. hamm a visitor to certain parts
of iowa in 1865 would have been struck by the seeming ubiquity of members of the society of friends, or quakers.
they were a relatively small part of the state's total population, perhaps nine thousand out of a total of about one
nÃƒÂ¼llion. financial declaration form state of indiana: circuit and ... - indiana law presumes that the marital
property be split in a 50/50 basis. however, the judge may order a division which may differ from an exact 50/50
division of your property. please provide a brief statement as to your reasons, if there be any, why the court should
divide or divide on anything other than a 50/50 basis. xv. mandatory exhibits: whittier returns to philadel- phia
after a hundred years - 1837 to 1842 most of the yearly meetings, orthodox and hicksite, from maryland to new
england and west to indiana, recommended that their members refrain from join-ing anti-slavery societies. there
was a schism in the indiana yearly meeting (orthodox) in 1843, described in walter edgerton, a history of the
separation in the indiana
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